Introduction
Many design tools have been developed by Rosetta labs and the three most refined methods have been
incorporated into Cyrus CAD for easy use. These tools (Design, Flex Design, and Relax Design) have been
well-tested in the Rosetta labs where they were created and have been successfully used to generate
structures with improved stability, solubility, and affinity. Additionally, structures have been designed that alter
catalytic activity, specificity, and have even created folds not found in nature. The three design tools in CAD
are useful for different design goals and are defined in the next section.
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Design, Flex Design, and Relax Design take a protein structure and allow you to select locations in the
structure where you would like it to sample possible mutations. You can allow all 20 amino acids or select
fewer possible residues to be changed during the molecular simulation. Each position can have a different set
of possible mutations. While all three methods allow you to make as many mutations as you like, each of them
will run the simulation very differently and is likely to come up with very different solutions to the same case.
This chart highlights some of the major differences.
For instructions on how to run a design job:
https://support.cyrusbio.com/customer/en/portal/articles/2926395-how-to-set-up-design-in-cad

Design
Design is the most conservative of the three methods. All three methods are able to create mutations that
affect stability, affinity, specificity, and solubility. Though the level of change you can expect from each method
varies. Design will result in more minor changes because there are no backbone changes allowed during the
simulation. So, when a mutation is sampled, it is highly constrained. For example, a buried hydrophobic amino
acid that mutates to a polar residue will be highly unfavorable. But a minor change to another hydrophobic that
better sterically fits would be more favorable (Figure 1).

